
solution profile – medical device component

Designing the right fixture delivered a 
breakthrough machining solution 42 

weeks faster than the competition.

THE ONE to turn your manufacturing 
challenges into business solutions

AND THEN IT HITS YOU …
If you can’t come up with a creative component for your life-sustaining  

part – and quickly – your entire project could be in jeopardy.

HOLD IT  
RIGHT THERE



Current Process Break-Down – Due to the odd shape and thin wall of the part, other suppliers quoted a multi-step 
process that included lathe, laser and tumble – leading to two primary issues:

Poor quality parts – Laser cutting changes the molecular 
structure of titanium and puts a hard layer on the surface, 

requiring a secondary operation to remove burrs.

Longer timelines – The tubes quoted would take 40 weeks 
to arrive, delaying the project timeline and preventing the 

customer from getting to market quickly, if at all.
  

Designing the right molded fixture  
that was complex enough to hold the 

unique part, but simple enough to 
facilitate a repeatable process.

Testing the process to validate that  
the fixture would not deform or damage 

the ring and perform consistently  
during production.

Determining the right secondary 
operation to ensure any sharp  

edges could be removed through  
an efficient post-process.

Solving the Manufacturing Challenge – To ensure a high level of quality while streamlining the process, MMD found 
a way to machine the part, developing unique fixturing to hold the oddly-shaped, thin-walled part during operation. Although 

others had failed to machine it in the past, MMD proved machining to be the solution by:

A CLOSER LOOK

THE DEFINING MOMENT The customer looked to MMD for a creative, repeatable solution  
to this valve problem in order to capture the market share necessary to compete and succeed.  

At a major crossroads, a leading medical device manufacturer needed to enhance the performance  
of one of its heart valves. The company knew a stiffening ring would ensure high quality  

and consistent performance in the implantable heart valve.

The challenge was finding the right manufacturer who could:

Given the complexity of the small part, the company sought a contract manufacturer that could think  
outside of the box to deliver a high standard of quality against an aggressive deadline.

THE SITUATION

Adhere to strict deadlines 
and profitability goals. 

Deliver a high  
level of quality. 



ACHIEVING BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

THE MMD  APPROACH

CUT COSTS INCREASING SPEED-TO-MARKETENHANCE EFFICIENCY,  
CONSISTENCY & REPEATABILITY

Understanding that an efficient, repeatable process was the key to success, MMD Medical: 

By streamlining the process and supply 
chain, and eliminating the need for 
two suppliers, MMD’s fixture solution 

omitted unnecessary steps, saving  
on labor and resources.

Shaving 42 weeks off material delivery 
time, MMD’s solution allowed the 
customer to remain competitive 

in the marketplace.

Building the right fixture to hold the part 
during machining maintained the integrity 

of the ring without needing a secondary 
operation – MMD achieved 99.2% OTD.

Took a holistic view by bringing 
together a team of subject matter 

experts with diverse backgrounds and 
deep expertise in both the medical and 
manufacturing industries to develop an 

extremely lean process.

Leveraged several manufacturing 
disciplines to develop a process that 

could accomplish the customer’s 
goals, getting the product to market 

on time and on budget.

Became certified as a top-tier  
supplier through an ISO 13845  

Medical audit, demonstrating a proven 
ability to deliver best-in-class parts.

1 2 3

n����In-house capabilities – especially tooling, allowing MMD 
to design the right process and long-term solution.

n����Creative discipline – enabling the team to deliver  
game-changing innovation while understanding  
what was needed to succeed.

n����Tenacious, dedicated team – committed to finding  
a solution for the customer to help solve its major 
business objectives.

The MMD Factor
MMD Medical’s ability to find a radical  
solution for the customer was rooted in its:
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After helping the customer get to market – producing parts at volumes 2-times what was initially  
quoted and running without a single defect for three years – MMD Medical continued evolving  

machining competencies to solve increasingly complex business problems:

Establishing credibility as a medical  
device component manufacturer  
through ISO 13485 certification.

Applying the knowledge to several  
subsequent projects – both for this  
medical device manufacturer, and  
for other MMD Medical customers.

ONGOING  INNOVATION

www.mmdmedical.com


